
 

CITY OF HIGH POINT 
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Title: IAPro & BlueTeam Software- Sole Source Purchase  

From: J. Travis Stroud, Chief of Police Meeting Date: February  7 , 2021 

Public Hearing: N/A Advertising Date / 
Advertised By: N/A 

Attachments: Quote 
Sole Source Letter  

 
 
PURPOSE:   
City Council is asked to award a Purchase Order as a Sole Source to CI Technologies Inc. for IAPro & BlueTeam Software.  The 
purchase will be made with general budget funds.  
 
BACKGROUND:  
In December of 2021, the NC Senate passed Bill 300. This bill, better known as the Criminal Justice Reform Bill, was a direct result of 
many high-profile law enforcement incidents across the country.  It is loaded with many elements that directly affect operational 
standards for all NC police agencies to include: 
 

• Development of a database for officer certification suspensions and revocations 
• Database development for law enforcement officer critical incident information 
• The requirement to report material relevant to the testimony 
• Numerous other sections about minimum standards, transportation of involuntary commitments, study for mental and wellness 

strategies, etc. 
 
Most importantly in Senate Bill 300 was: 
 
"§ 17A-10. Development of law enforcement early warning system.  
(a) Every agency in the State that employs personnel certified by the North Carolina Criminal Justice Education and Training Standards 
Commission, or the North Carolina Sheriffs' Education and Training Standards Commission shall develop and implement an early 
warning system to document and track the actions and behaviors of law enforcement officers for the purpose of intervening and 
improving performance. The early warning system required by this section shall include information, at a minimum, regarding the 
following: (1) Instances of the discharge of a firearm. (2) Instances of use of force. (3) Vehicle collisions. (4) Citizen complaints.  
(b) Information collected under this section that is confidential under State or federal law shall remain confidential. (c) For purposes 
of this section, "law enforcement officer" means any sworn law enforcement officers with the power of arrest, both State and local." 
SECTION 8.(b) This section becomes effective December 1, 2021 and applies to actions and behaviors on or after that date. 
 
https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2021/Bills/Senate/PDF/S300v7.pdf 
 
The current system utilized by the High Point Police Department does not “track”, it simply documents and provides a database in which 
a manual review can take place.  The new software requested will allow the Department to come into compliance with the standards 
outlined in Senate Bill 300.    
CI Technologies, Inc. of St. Augustine, Florida is the sole source vendor of IAPro, BlueTeam, and EIPro Professional Standards software 
products and the leading provider of NC Law Enforcement agencies. 
 
BUDGET IMPACT :  
General budget funds have been identified for this purchase.  
 
RECOMMENDATION I ACTION REQUESTED:  
The Police Department is requesting Council approval to purchase IAPRO & BlueTeam Software using the sole source bid 
recommendation from CI Technologies Inc. in the amount of $35,600 using the general budget funds. 

https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2021/Bills/Senate/PDF/S300v7.pdf
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Overview 
 

CI Technologies, Inc. of St. Augustine, Florida is the sole source vendor of IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro 

Professional Standards software products.   

   

IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro have been created by CI Technologies and can be purchased directly from CI 

Technologies or a reseller channel.  In addition, CI Technologies is the sole source provider of training, data 

migration, data integration, along with user and technical support for both IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro. 

 

IAPro NextGen, BlueTeam NextGen and EIPro are fully web-enabled applications built using enterprise-level 

technologies.  They share a common underlying architecture, which simplifies support and maintenance. 

 

CI Technologies is constantly keeping aware of software applications that compete with IAPro, BlueTeam and 

EIPro, their feature sets, and their customer bases.   

   

Many of the features and capabilities of IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro are to our knowledge not shared by any 

other competing Professional Standards software products.  These include, but are not limited to capabilities 

and features outlined in the following sections. 

Architecture/Overall Design 
 

• A unique three-application solution.   

o IAPro: designed for daily use by OPS/IA Units 

o BlueTeam: designed for use by front-line officers and supervisors with minimal or no training 

necessary 

o EIPro:  advanced, real-time early intervention analytics 

• BlueTeam and IAPro support entry and management of a wide range of incident types including use-of-

force, vehicle accident, vehicle pursuit, show of force, drug test, complaints and user-defined incidents. 

• In-built GIS features include automatic geo-coding of addresses and locations being entered along 

map-based interfaces to support most accurate location capture (IAPro and BlueTeam) 

• Real time peer-group analytics (EIPro only) 

• Filtered drill-down to involved incidents based on user’s defined role (EIPro and BlueTeam) 

• Real time EI dashboard with drill-down capability based on user’s defined role (EIPro and BlueTeam) 

• Multi-lingual configuration capability 

• Specialized configurations for Commonwealth countries – Australia, Canada and New Zealand 
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• Non-Police mode for customers that are not Police or Correctional 

• Annual Users Conference along with 8+ two-day training symposiums.   

• The 2019 conference in Florida saw over 650 attendees.  

• The 16th annual users conference in 2021 in St Petersburg, Florida will offer multiple training tracks 

and will include networking forums, presentations and discussions regarding how to meet the rapidly 

evolving environment today as well as basic and advanced training sessions.   

 

Investigative/case management and workflow support 
 

• BlueTeam includes routing of incidents via the chain of command with review and approval functions   

• BlueTeam include features that integrate with departmental e-mail so that supervisors are notified via 

e-mail of new incidents that have been routed to them for review and approval.   

• BlueTeam also features the Incident management dashboard for higher-level supervisors in the field. 

This allows for better management and assignment of incidents incoming into BlueTeam from IAPro.    

• Comprehensive snapshot storage of officer profile at time of incident   

• Ability to track hearings and appearances. This feature enables the ability to track hearings, such as 

Laudermill and/or appeals. 

• Full-featured disclosure log used to track disclosure of information based on requests from outside 

entities such as media and attorneys.    

• Intelligent quality assurance (QA) features that notify users of incomplete entry of incident data.  This 

important feature helps to ensure entry of all data needed to feel statistical reports and charts, and is 

particularly helpful for new users.  

• Case management with visual drill-down capability.     

• Reminders of overdue and approaching overdue status incidents and investigative tasks at user login.   

• Automatic creation and assignment of due dates and investigative tasks when each incident is initially 

entered, based on parameters set by the administrator.   

• Secure incident routing features within IAPro provides a fully-secure capability to route incidents 

among users.  Notification of un-read mail is provided at login to the system administrator, so that mail 

that is overdue to be reviewed and handled can be managed.   

• Purge features built based on customers’ needs: Incident level and officer/incident level purge features 

include purge log, purge hold-back (when involved officer has pending disciplinary or complaint issue), 

and retention of data utilized in statistical reporting.   

• Body Worn Camera tracking and reporting functionality   

• Access, manage and rename IAPro specific incident types such as Use of force, Accidents or Stops.    
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• BlueTeam Allegation feature allows allegations to be visible on one of more incident types as well as a 

recommend finding.    

• Officer and Citizen Roles will now display in BlueTeam to capture key details such as third party, 

primary involved, juvenile, first responder or supervisor responding.   

• Bifurcated incident types (such as various levels of use of force) as requested by Seattle Police 

Department to support appropriate response to incidents based on key factors such as severity of 

injury to involved parties   

• Specific features for organizations that have a separate unit from IA/PSU that tracks and records 

discipline into the system.    

• California-specific features including response to Pitchess Motion officer history printout, incident-level 

purge with purge date maintenance features, vehicle pursuit data elements accommodate information 

of CHP reporting form, and time/effort tacking for case investigation costs reimbursement from State 

of California DOJ.  

 

Access/security control 
 

• Access/security control with multi-level access screening, feature access control, and advanced 

read/write access control by user or unit.  

• Robust and detailed background audit logging 

• Timescales specialized background logging of incident progression to support Commonwealth country 

customers’ audit requirements 

• Comprehensive snapshot storage of officer profile at time of incident   

 

• Meets US Federal Government guidelines for strong password security including:   

   

 A password minimum length can be configured   

 Passwords are stored encrypted in the database   

 Specify passwords contains one or more lower case character   

 Specify passwords contains one or more upper case character   

 Specify passwords contains one or more numeric character   

 Specify passwords contains one or more special non-alphanumeric character   

 Password re-use detection and limit so that a previously used-password cannot be re-used   

 User accounts are locked out after a specified number of unsuccessful logon attempts   

 LDAP/Active Directory login/password integration   
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Statistical and detail reports and charts 
 

• All detail reports’ output is screened by user access level and incident lock-down criteria  

• IAPro NextGen offers “Web Reports” with advanced drag-and-drop, query builder and charting 

capabilities. 

• IAPro offers export of nearly all reports’ and early intervention interfaces’ data directly to MS Excel by 

simply clicking on a button.   

 

Linked files and document storage 
 

• An unlimited number of files of any type – such as audio, image, PDF, MS Word, etc. - can be linked to 

each incident in both IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro.   

• Linked files functionality enhanced with linked URLs to support access to cloud stored body worn and 

in-car camera videos.  Works with Evidence.com and other commonly used file storage providers, or 

customer configured cloud storage. 

• Linked files features include – 

o Four file storage models to best fit the customer’s file storage, management and security 

requirements 

o Secure file storage to fully control and centralize access via a specialized network account 

o Virtual folders to assist users in organizing linked files into named folder groupings   

 

Correspondence 
 

• Word template integration, with over 120 bookmarks for automatic form and document creation.   

Accreditation 
 

• CALEA requirements: Separate reports, each meeting a specific CALEA guideline/requirement, 

including: 

 

• Complaints received for defined time period 

• Annual Evaluation of Early Warning System 

• Annual Record of all complaints Maintained o Annual Summary of Complaint Allegations 
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• Time Frame for Completion of Case o Summary of UOF Complaints 

• Complaints of Unreasonable Force Findings 

• Documented Analysis of Use of Force Reports 

• Biased Based Policing Statistics Report 

• Annual Evaluation of Early Warning System – Detailed 

• CIMRS Use-of-force statistical report 

• CIMRS Vehicle pursuits report 

• CIMRS Agency-Wide Breakdown Of Sworn And Non-Sworn Positions   

 

• IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro allow our customers to meet over 35 different accreditation 

standards relating to complaint monitoring, use of force reporting, pursuits, firearm discharge 

reporting and Early Intervention.   

 

Critical Incidents 
 

• BlueTeam includes a “clickable” body image for capture of force contact points and injuries in a user-

friendly manner similar to many paper report formats (see below screen)   

   

     

 

• Specialized Show of Force incident type to track instances where force may be displayed but not 

deployed.   

• Specialized K9 utilization incident type to track deployment of a K9 with related bite statistics module.   
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• Specialized data elements to identify citizens in crisis during incident, homeless, primary language 

other than English and enhanced sex/gender identification.   

• Optional Critical Incident Tab which can be configured for one of more incident types to allow Crisis 

Intervention Information Tracking.  

• New BlueTeam dashboard to support monitoring of incoming use-of-force, pursuit and other critical 

incidents.  

Early intervention 
 

• Standard alert Identification of early intervention candidates is comprehensively supported. IAPro 

supports early intervention further by allowing alerts on specific types of force used (for use-of-force 

incidents) as well as by individual allegations within complaints as well.   

• Early intervention features also include advanced alert overrides based on involved officer assignment, 

use-of-force alerts, allegation alerts, monitored officer alert, supervisory alerts, organizational 

component alert and peer-group analysis.   

• Early Intervention analytics features provide quick and accurate visibility of trends and identification of 

out-of-standard employee and organizational areas. A variety of report and grid interfaces supplement 

IAPro’s alert functionality to allow in-depth analysis: Peer-group analysis by organizational unit, 

Incident frequency analysis by organizational unit, Top-percentile analysis and Activity vs. incidents 

analysis (necessitates an interface with customers’ activity data) . 

• BlueTeam offers EI Dashboard with filtered, purview based drill-down capabilities to the underlying 

incidents. 

• Specialized EI platform with real-time peer-group and threshold based analytics and filtered drill-down 

to employee involved incidents (EIPro) 

 

Licensing Terms 
 

• IAPro, BlueTeam and EIPro pricing is for unlimited use licensing in terms of both the number of users 

that can run the software concurrently, and the number of workstations the applications can be run 

on. Our pricing model ensures maximum flexibility for the customer, with all licensing costs paid at 

point of initial purchase. The customers will never have to purchase additional licensing based on 

increased or unforeseen future usage requirements. This is important since the participation of front-

line personnel – especially supervisors – is crucial in upholding the integrity of the organization, and to 

constrain their use of the software would greatly limit, if not cripple, its effectiveness.   

• Annual maintenance includes provision of all upgrades including when IAPro, technical and end-user 

support services provided via phone and e-mail in a timely manner during the period it is in-effect.   
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Correctional-specific 
 

• Correctional mode setting that activates related features for correctional customers. o Correctional 

customers can configure the facilities breakout nomenclature (region, cellblock, pod, etc.) that reflects 

their needs.   This results in system screens and reports that reflect each customer’s specific 

nomenclature. 

• Ability to track information on current facility and location of each inmate with that information saved 

each time that inmate is linked as an involved party to an incident.  This enables reporting and 

statistical analysis of where within the customer’s facilities complaints, uses of force, and other 

incidents are occurring.   

• Addition of a user-defined inmate number fields so that involved inmates are positively identified.   

• Ability to link one or more charges and their dispositions to each involved inmate, in order to better 

handle complaints against inmates   

• Charge disposition is included with the citizen/inmate linked charge record so that each charge’s 

disposition can be tracked and reported on   

• Special icon to identify inmates as distinct from other involved parties o Ability to track and report on 

statistics for Conductive Energy Devices (seen below)    

 

California-specific 
 

• Ability to track public records requests to include, California Pitchess Motion of Request or any other 

public disclosure.    

• Ability for departments to track two unique addresses for employees (home and work), separate 

phone numbers (home and work) along with social security numbers for mandated state reporting 

requirements.   

• Documents recoverable costs (from CA State Attorney General Office) for cases with recoverable 

activities by Department personnel.  A case’s linked tasks include capture of time spent in hours and 

minutes, along with recoverable indicator.   Associated reports list tasks and roll up time spent by case 

for cases handled during a time period.  

 

Company Background 
   

CI Technologies has conducted business since March 1992.  Its sole business is to provide “off the shelf” 

software products specifically created for the public sector internal affairs/professional standards and 

criminal intelligence units.   
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CI Technologies, Inc. is a Florida Chapter “S” corporation.  CI Technologies site locations include: 

Vancouver, British Columbia, St. Augustine, FL, and Amherst, New Hampshire.    

   

CI Technologies’ product-based rather than custom software focus results in superior software 

functionality at reasonable cost to its customers.  It also results in a company with strong growth and 

staying power over the long-term, rather than one dependent on a few large clients or contracts.     

   

Product development and technical support are also vastly simplified. CI Technologies’ products are all 

created using industry-standard programming languages and are designed to use mainstream relational 

database engines.  They are architected to be scalable from single desktop to wide-area usage.  Several of 

CI Technologies’ customers run its software products in statewide, citywide or countywide wide-area 

mode.   

   

CI Technologies has a long history of offering timely and effective technical support to our customers.  This 

can be confirmed by contacting any of our customers.   CI Technologies is a rapidly growing company sales-

wise and has on average a 3 to 4 month sales backlog.   

   

CI Technologies’ IAPro integrity solution was first released in 1998. Over 950 public safety agencies in 4 

countries run IAPro. Those countries include: the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.     

   

• Company name: CI Technologies, Inc.   

• Mailing address: PO Box 57, Amherst, NH 03458, USA   

• Number of years in operation: 28 years   

• Number of years in public safety software business: 28 years   

• Number of employees: 20+ full and part time employees   

   

 

Michael Blumberg   

President – CI Technologies, Inc.  

800.620.8504  sales@iapro.com    

  

    

_____________________________________     
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October 25, 2021  
  
Captain Curtis Cheeks III 
High Point Police Department 
Email: Curtis.Cheeks@highpointnc.gov 
Off: 336-887-7820 
 
Captain Cheeks,  
  
Thank you for your interest in our IAPro software for use by the High Point Police Department. 
I have prepared the below price quote covering costs with implementing IAPro and optional 
Blue Team software at your agency. 
 
I would be glad to answer any questions you may have on this proposal. 
  

IAPro Price Quote  

Item  Purchase costs  

IAPro Professional Standards software includes:  
• Unlimited-use Site License   Unlimited 
number of users  
• Unlimited number of workstations  
• Installation  
• Pre-Load of employee information    $           16,000.00   

2 Days On-Site or Remote Training  
• IAPro User training   
• System Configuration with core users   $             2,400.00   

Travel Expenses for Trainer   $             Included  

Total for IAPro Software and Services   $           18,400.00  
  

Optional BlueTeam    

BlueTeam Field Support Services Software  
• Unlimited-use Site License   Unlimited 
number of users  
• Unlimited number of workstations  
• Installation   $            11,000.00   

1 Days On-Site or Remote BlueTeam training   $              1,200.00  
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Travel Expenses for Trainer   $              Included  

Total with IAPro and Optional Blue Team   $           30,600.00  
 

Data Migration Services    

Off-site one-time data migration of one Central 

Square database currently in use by the agency. 

• Work to be performed off-site by 
CI Technologies data migration specialist.  

 
 
 
 $             5,000.00  

*Note: If data cannot be sent off-site, 
remote unassisted access to your network and 
database would be required. 

- CI Technologies will migrate only those data 
elements from currently used system that map 
cleanly to existing IAPro data elements.  

*CI Technologies will need to review the current 
system to be sure the data migration is viable prior 
to commitment of proposed data migration costs. 

 

Total  IAPro - Optional Blue Team - Data Migration   $           35,600.00  
 
   

Annual Maintenance Commencing the 2nd Year of Ownership  

IAPro   $            4,000.00  

BlueTeam  $            2,750.00  

Maintenance Totals   $           6,750.00   
  
  
Officer Preload   
CI Technologies offers a free service whereby we will import your employee information into 
the IAPro database, prior to installing IAPro at your agency.  This is a one-time service 
offered at no additional cost.    
  
Annual Maintenance     
The first year of annual maintenance is provided free of charge.  Thereafter annual 
maintenance is provided on a year-to-year basis and can be discontinued at any time.    
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The agency's annual maintenance cycle will not commence until training occurs. The first 
twelve (12) months of annual maintenance is provided free of charge.    

    
Unless requested otherwise by the agency, the first maintenance invoice will be prorated to 
bring the agency’s invoice cycle up to a January thru December calendar year. Thereafter, 
annual maintenance is invoiced on a calendar year basis, and will be disseminated each year 
in January.    

    
Annual maintenance includes all end user and technical support via our 800 # and our online 
support website as well as any associated technical or user documentation.  Annual 
maintenance also includes all new versions of the IAPro software.     
    
Important Note    
The purchase of the IAPro system does not include hardware, OS licensing or SQL Server 
licensing.  
Most agencies that purchase IAPro have an existing server with existing Microsoft SQL Server 
licensing. IAPro can be installed on your existing hardware and within your existing SQL 
Server instance.    
    
Employee Preload     
CI Technologies offers a free service whereby we will import your employee information into 
the IAPro database, prior to installing IAPro at your agency.  This is a one-time service 
offered at no additional cost.      
  
Training    
IAPro training is conducted by an IAPro training specialists. Each IAPro training specialist is a 
current or former law enforcement professional with extensive investigative experience.    
    
IAPro training is heavily oriented towards hands-on usage.  To this end, a special “training” 
version of IAPro is installed on each workstation used for training.  This is a full-featured 
version of IAPro with demo/training database installed on the workstation hard drive.   It is 
strongly recommended that there be one trainee per training workstation. An LCD projector 
is also needed for training.    
    
HR Integration    
If quoted in this proposal, the HR Integration process will be written as a SQL Stored 
procedure and will integrate data from an existing SQL Server data source containing the 
needed employee data elements.     
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*The integration process will bring in data elements that map to existing data elements 
within IAPro. New data elements will not be added.     
    
See the “HR Integration Overview” document for details on this process.     
    
Data Migration    
The purchase price of IAPro and Blue Team does not include data migration of existing data.  
If the agency requests a quote can be provided for this service.   
  
Considerations Regarding our Solution    
Four aspects of our solution are distinctive and set us apart from our competitors. They are:    
    
Unlimited use licensing – there are no additional or hidden additional licensing costs: IAPro 
pricing is for unlimited use licensing in terms of both the number of users that can run the 
software concurrently, and the number of workstations the applications can be run on. Our 
pricing model ensures maximum flexibility for the customer, with all licensing costs paid at 
point of initial purchase. The customers will never have to purchase additional licensing based 
on increased or unforeseen future usage requirements. This is important since the 
participation of front-line personnel – especially supervisors – is crucial in upholding the 
integrity of the organization, and to constrain their use of the software would greatly limit, if 
not cripple, its effectiveness.    
    
A three-day annual user’s conference is offered to our customers: Each year since 2004, CI 
Technologies has hosted an Annual Users Conference for our IAPro customers. Our most recent 
conference saw over 600 attendees. Each conference consists of a multitrack format that, 
includes tracks for beginner-level users, advanced users, and users with specialized interests 
such as designing early intervention programs.    
    
These conferences are a key part of the support services offered to our customers, and meet 
the following needs:   

• Training of new customer staff based on turnover - Inevitably over time our customers 
will experience turnover in staff, which requires that training be available on an 
ongoing basis.    

• Advanced training - Many customers benefit from advanced training, especially in-
depth coverage of features found in new releases of the software.    
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• Networking with peers - In order to share ideas and approaches to utilizing our 
software.    

• Providing feedback directly to the vendor’s staff - The opportunity to provide 
feedback and suggestions directly to our staff is highly valuable to both our customers 
and our company. This ensures that we have up-to-date information on how best to 
improve our software and services.    

    
Our Growing Customer Base: Over 950 public safety agencies in the US, Canada, Australia and 
New Zealand currently run IAPro and IAPro with BlueTeam.  These agencies range in size from 
major to one-person IA Units in smaller departments. The size of our customer base reflects 
our leading position in the Professional Standards software marketplace.    
  
Purchase Orders    
Training and installation are scheduled on a first-come-first-served basis.     
    
Due to our current sales backlog, we request to be notified as soon as possible once a  
purchase decision has been made. Please be sure to fax any purchase orders to us at 
800.620.8504 for expeditious handling of your order.       
    
This price quote will remain in-effect through June 30, 2022. Please call or email if you need 
additional information or have any questions. Thank you again for your interest and 
consideration!    
    

    
Best Regards, 
 

 
Timothy Welter 
twelter@iapro.com 
Off: 1.800.620.8504 x728 




